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Care is the basic rule to keep your things alive for a long time than usual. The same rule is also
applicable for the safety and life of your car. Your car can run for a long more time than usual if you
take proper care in terms of maintenance, cleanliness, provide proper storage space, be aware of
any problem occur in car parts and drive well.

Let us find out some tips to keep your car running for a long time than usual.

Wash and Wax your car regularly

Remove dirt and dust from your car and clean it daily to prevent the paint from damage. Wash your
car properly at least once in a week and wax it once in a month.

Regular Maintenance

Your carâ€™s maintenance radiator, engine oil, anti-freeze or other components may be different from
your last car. So follow the car ownerâ€™s manual to protect your car by following the scheduled
maintenance. Remember that regular and timely maintenance can keep your car alive for a long
term. But make sure that if you need to change any part of the car then replace it when required
with the quality product. There should be no compromise with the quality of the replaced part.

Proper Storage Space

Complete safety of your car will be the focus while selecting the garage place. A proper space
should be selected where your car is fully protected from excessive heat of the sun, excessive cold
in winters, snow, rain, dirt etc. So that the paint remains as such for a long time and your car engine
will also be protected to get damage by excessive cold. Garage should be neat and clean. It should
be also protected from rats, cats etc.

Drive smartly

Drive smartly means you should be alert while driving that anything unusual is not happening with
your car. Any strange noise, smell from the engine etc. Sometimes itâ€™s ok to drive fast but you should
avoid driving fast consistently. Accelerating high can put extra pressure on your engine and other
moveable parts. And when you stop the car suddenly from high speed to zero then it can wear out
your brakes early.

Do not drive unnecessary 

Enjoy your annual family trips or long distance trips but eliminate the unnecessary trips in daily life.
These short daily trips can be very tough on your car and removing this will give you noticeable
results. Complete your all the errands once in a week in one trip. If you can cut your drive 5 miles a
day then you can save 1825 miles per year and if you continue the same for 10 years then you can
save 18,250 miles which means a lot. And one can estimate that these miles can save almost
$4,000 in depreciation, parts and fuel.  By doing this will not only save money but also you put fewer
load on your car which will increase the lifespan of your car.
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